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Abstract: Recent advances in sensor technologies, wireless communication, powerful
mobile devices, and wearable computers strongly support novel types of applications.
Especially in healthcare, telemonitoring applications will make use of this new tech-
nology to improve the quality of treatment and care for patients and the elderly. These
telemonitoring applications require an infrastructure that is able to efficiently combine,
process, and manage continuous streams of data coming from the different sensors. In
healthcare where applications can be life saving, a particularly important requirement
is that this infrastructure is highly reliable. In this paper, we introduce OSIRIS-SE, a
novel information management infrastructure for data stream processing based on the
hyperdatabase OSIRIS that features a high degree of reliability.

1 Introduction

Recent trends in ubiquitous and pervasive computing, together with new sensor technolo-
gies, wireless communication standards, powerful mobile devices and wearable computers
strongly support novel telemonitoring applications in healthcare. These will improve the
quality of treatment and care for patients and the elderly.

In particular, if we consider our aging society, the amount of elderly people suffering from
one or more chronic diseases is increasing. Telemonitoring applications enable healthcare
institutions to take care of their patients while they are out of hospital. This is espe-
cially useful for managing various chronic diseases as well as for measuring the effects
of treatments under real-life conditions. Given appropriate sensor technology and a re-
liable infrastructure for telemonitoring and data stream processing, i.e., an infrastructure
their users can count on, caregivers will decide to equip their patients with a wearable
telemonitoring system consisting of, e.g., ECG, blood pressure, and oxygen saturation
sensors attached to patient’s body. Context information about the patient like activity or
position, and body sensor information is processed by a telemonitoring infrastructure. It
will analyze the data accumulated, extract and forward relevant information to the care
provider in charge. In this scenario, disease management is improved by detecting critical
situations that might occur between physician consultations. In case of relevant changes
of patient’s health condition, his/her physician in charge or the emergency service will be
automatically informed, and is able to retrieve all medical important data.
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Such telemonitoring applications supporting data stream management (DSM) require an
infrastructure that is able to efficiently combine, process, and manage continuous streams
of data coming from the different sensors. Physically, the telemonitoring application is
spread over heterogeneous devices like body sensors integrated in embedded systems, mo-
bile devices, like PDAs or smartphones, which allow for patient mobility, and stationary
PCs for further processing and long term storage connected. The increased number of
components, devices, and platforms in this field of application leads to an increased fail-
ure probability. Especially in healthcare, reliability is of utmost importance, since it can
potentially be life-saving.

In this paper, we introduce a novel information management infrastructure OSIRIS-SE that
supports DSM by incorporating new reliability strategies for DSM. This infrastructure is
particularly focused to support telemonitoring applications in healthcare, but not limited to
this domain. Similar requirements that arise in other areas, e.g., in environmental monitor-
ing or in traffic control systems, can also be supported. In Section 2, we briefly review the
OSIRIS hyperdatabase infrastructure on which our DSM solution has been built and we
introduce the basics of OSIRIS-SE. In Section 3, we describe reliability of DSM, introduce
classes of failures in a distributed DSM system, and the strategies OSIRIS-SE implements
to achieve a high degree of reliability for DSM. Section 4 surveys related work in this field
and Section 5 concludes.

2 Data Stream Processing with OSIRIS-SE

2.1 Process Management of the OSIRIS-Hyperdatabase

The OSIRIS (Open Service Infrastructure for Reliable and Integrated process Support)
system [SWSS03] is an implementation of a hyperdatabase (HDB) infrastructure that has
been developed at ETH Zurich. OSIRIS allows for reliable and distributed process ex-
ecution in a Peer-to-Peer fashion without centralized control based on locally replicated
meta data. Detailed description of the OSIRIS can be found in [SWSS03, SWSS04]. At
UMIT, we have extended the OSIRIS hyperdatabase infrastructure to support data stream
processing. This DSM infrastructre is called OSIRIS Stream Enabled (OSIRIS-SE).

2.2 Basic Data Stream Management Notions

A data stream is defined as a continuous transmission of data elements. Each data element
contains several data items as payload information. Data elements have a discrete time,
which is realized by sequence numbers (stream relative).

Operators perform the processing steps of data stream management. A node of the OSIRIS-
SE network hosting a running operator is called provider. Running operator instances
process incoming data streams from upstream operators according to the operator type
and feed the results into outgoing data streams for downstream operators. Therefore, the
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Figure 1: OSIRIS-SE Operator Figure 2: Sample Stream Process

infrastructure manages queues for each input and output data stream of an operator. The
main difference between processing data streams and service invocations of traditional
processes is that data stream elements have to be processed in the appropriate time order.
The resulting elements again belong to a stream and have a time order. Due to this nature
of data streams, operators keep and aggregate an operator state during their life-time of
processing. This operator state handling is offered by OSIRIS-SE (see Fig. 1). The oper-
ator developer does not need to care about these details. The state of an operator consists
of the following parts:

Time Context: The current time context (sequence number) for each input and output
data stream prevents the operator from processing the same element twice and allows for
detection of gaps.

Processing State: Stateful operators require to aggregate a processing state (e.g., a win-
dowed average calculation requires to sum all data stream elements within the time win-
dow). After processing a bunch of data stream elements, the running operator instance
entrusts the processing state to the infrastructure layer for safekeeping. If the next bunch
of stream elements is ready for processing, the running operator instance accesses the ag-
gregated processing state again. Stateless operators do not need to access processing state
information in order to perform their processing.

Output Queue: Output queues contain processed data stream elements for downstream
operators. Data stream elements are removed from the output queue if no downstream
operator relies on them (more details are given in Section 3.4).

Routing State: The infrastructure has to know the destination of outgoing data streams.

The input queue of an operator is not considered to be part of the operator state because the
elements of the input queue are kept in the output queue of the upstream operator until they
are processed by all consumers. Due to the nature of DMS, there may be multiple stream
consumers but only one stream producer. Therefore, keeping the state in the producer
reduces the overall state overhead. In addition to the task of continuously consuming input
and producing output data stream elements, operators may access external systems, which
is called side effect (e.g., storage of critical processing results in a DBMS).

A stream process is a well defined set of logically linked operators continuously processing
the selected input data streams, thereby producing results and having side effects. Optional
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outgoing data streams can be used as input streams for other stream processes. Operators
are similar to activities or single service invocations in traditional process management.
Figure 2 illustrates a telemonitoring stream process, which continuously monitors ECG
and blood pressure of a patient.

2.3 Stream Process Execution of OSIRIS-SE

Data stream processing of OSIRIS-SE [BSS04] is the continuous execution of stream pro-
cesses as described above. Similarly to the OSIRIS process execution, the execution of
stream processes is based on locally replicated meta-data.

The life-time of a stream process consists of three phases. Firstly, during the activation
phase, the necessary operator instances of the stream process are activated. The activation
is a traditional process executing single service invocations for operator activation. Pro-
cess execution and failure handling of this phase is already offered by OSIRIS. Secondly,
during the running phase of the stream process, all necessary operator instances are ac-
tive, process the input streams, generate output streams, and produce side effects. Offering
reliability for this phase is scope of this paper. Finally, during the deactivation phase, a
shutdown of a stream process is performed and all running operator instances of the pro-
cess are deactivated (which is again a traditional process). A detailed description of data
stream processing with OSIRIS(-SE) can be found in [BSS04].

3 Reliability and Failure Handling for DSM in OSIRIS-SE

Stream process execution requires sophisticated failure handling. We assume that failures
might happen in all phases of the stream process’s life-time. In what follows, we provide
a detailed discussion of failure handling in OSIRIS-SE.

3.1 Reliability of Data Stream Processing

In the context of data stream processing, reliability means that stream processes have to
be executed in a way that the process specification is met, even in case of failures, i.e.,
to correctly execute all operators in proper order. Failing to fulfill this specification and
possibly optional quality of service requirements set by the user indicates incorrect data
stream processing. With respect to the life cycle of a stream process, the scope of this work
is to improve reliability during the running phase. Activation or deactivation of a stream
process is considered as a traditional process where the failure handling mechanisms of
OSIRIS are applicable. During the running phase of a stream process, new strategies for
reliability are necessary. In order to achieve this goal, the infrastructure optimizes the
usage of available redundant resources to provide correct stream processing results.
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3.2 Classification of Failures

In what follows, we classify failures that occur during the running phase of a stream pro-
cess. Internal (logical) failures of operator implementations, e.g., calculation errors of
operators, are out of scope of this paper.

Service Failure: A common failure class is that a running operator is no longer available
for process execution. This failure may occur because of a network disconnection, failure
of the provider node hosting the operator, or failure of the running operator instance itself.

Resources Failure: These failures are triggered if a service provider is not able to fulfill
the requested task due to lack of resources. Load balancing mechanisms allow to avoid
and handle these failures by smart (re)distribution of processing tasks among the avail-
able provider nodes. Resource limitations like memory, computation power, or network
bandwidth, are the basis for load balancing decisions.

Failures are also classified by their duration. This classification is orthogonal to the pre-
vious failure classifications. Temporary failures exist only for a short period of time (e.g.,
short network disconnection or crashed provider that reboots). Permanent failures exist
for a longer period of time (e.g., crashed provider is not able to recover within the given
timeout). The tolerated timeout for a temporary failure depends on the characteristics and
specification of the affected stream process but also on available resources for buffering.
If the timeout is elapsed, the temporary failure becomes a permanent failure.

3.3 Failure detection and handling in OSIRIS-SE

Detection of the applicable failure class is inevitable for proper failure handling. This
detection is done by the HDB-Layer on each node of the infrastructure. Consequences
of a failure usually affect more than one node of the infrastructure. Therefore, it is vital
for proper failure handling, that all affected nodes apply a coordinated failure handling
strategy. Service failures are detected by the HDB-Layer of upstream operator providers,
which transmit the data stream in an acknowledged fashion. Resource Failures are also
detected by the HDB-Layer, which keeps track of available resources on the node. Avail-
able resources is meta information, which is published via the replication mechanism of
OSIRIS and accessible to all interested nodes.

Temporary failures are compensated by output buffers of the upstream providers. After
recovery, push or pull of buffered data stream elements is performed. Permanent failures
require more sophisticated failure handling by the infrastructure because operator execu-
tion can only be continued on a different provider. This requires to migrate the operator
instance and its aggregated operator state which is called operator migration. In case
of a service failure, the operator migration is triggered by the HDB-Layer of a neighbor
provider because the provider that hosted the operator is no longer reachable. The in-
frastructure needs to access a backup of the operator state to allow for correct operator
migration. In case of a resource failure, the HDB-Layer of the affected provider detects
the failure and is able to trigger the operator migration.
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For permanent failures where no operator migration is possible (e.g., no suitable provider
is available), two additional failure handling mechanism may be applied by the infrastruc-
ture. Alternative Processing Branches define a contingency execution strategy, which is
similar to alternative process execution in transactional processes [SABS02]. Invocation
of traditional processes handle the failure scenarios by execution of traditional processes,
defined within the specification of the stream process. Details about the latter failure han-
dling mechanism are outside the scope of this paper.

3.4 Queues and Operator Backups

Each output stream of an operator has a corresponding output queue. The output queue
contains outgoing data stream elements for one or more downstream neighbors. Down-
stream neighbors store their incoming data stream elements in their input queues until they
are processed. Therefore, transmission and processing of data streams is decoupled. Ac-
knowledged stream transmission is done by standard message queuing. In order to allow
for operator migration, output queue elements have to be kept in the output queue even
after successful transmission.

In order to trim the output queue, downstream operators perform an additional trim-
acknowledgement on upstream operators, which indicates that all elements before are no
longer needed by this operator. If elements are acknowledged by all downstream oper-
ators they are finally removed from the output queue. The consequences of this trim-
acknowledgment are highly relevant for failure handling and operator migration. If a run-
ning operator instance needs to be migrated to another provider, a new operator instance
is created and initialized with the old operator state. This state corresponds to a distinct
point in time where certain elements of input streams have been processed. In addition
to the processing state, also the corresponding state of the operator has to be restored.
A new operator instance initialized with this operator state expects to process input ele-
ments from this distinct timestamp in order to seamlessly continue the output production.
These necessary input elements have to be retrieved from the output queues of upstream
operators.

If the infrastructure makes a reliable backup of an operator state, all input elements before
this timestamp are no longer needed and acknowledged for trimming. In this case, side
effects of data stream processing before this point of time are not reproduced.

3.5 Unsynchronized Operator State Backups

In the simplest case, backups of operator states are not synchronized. Unsynchronized
Operator State Backups allow the infrastructure to decide for each operator a backup time
without coordination with backups of other operators. For example, the infrastructure
plans the backup in regular intervals individually for each operator. For illustration, we
consider a simple stream process consisting of a daisy chain of three operators (A, B,
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Figure 3: Unsynchronized Operator Backup

and C) as shown in Figure 3. Backups of each operator are done by the infrastructure
but not synchronized with other backups. If we look at the stream process at an arbitrary
point in time, the timestamps (tout

A , tinB , tout
B , tinC ) of the operator state backups are in any

order. Generally, a backup is referenced by one timestamp for each input stream (e.g., tinB
for operator B), and each output stream (tout

B ), where the timestamp references the last
element received or produced, respectively.

In case of a single failure, e.g., when the provider hosting operator B fails, the provider of
the preceding operator A detects the failure and is able to migrate the operator instance.
A new operator instance of B is started and preloaded with the operator state backup of
timestamp (tinB , tout

B ). Then, operator A starts feeding new operator B with data stream
elements after the backup timestamp tinB . The newly instantiated operator will start to
produce data stream elements after the timestamp tout

B . Since the failure has occurred
some point in time before tinB , tout

B , the new operator instance will produce some elements
which the failed operator instance has already produced (all elements between tout

B and
the time of failure). For this reason, the input queue of operator C receives duplicates of
some data stream elements which are transparently dropped by the infrastructure. In case
of single failure, unsynchronized operator state backups are sufficient for reliable data
stream processing.

If two consecutive operators in the process control flow fail, unsynchronized operator
backups perform differently. Assume, for instance, that operator B and C fail. We can
distinguish different cases dependent of backup times:

Firstly, the backup of operator B is older than the backup of operator C (tout
B < tinC ). Oper-

ator B will be migrated by the infrastructure and restarts producing data stream elements at
timestamp tout

B . Operator C is also migrated and expects data stream elements after tinC . In
this case, operator C will receive some duplicates of tuples which can be safely dropped.
Secondly, if the backup times are synchronous (tout

B = tinC ), no duplicates are produced.
Generally, if backup times are ordered as in the two cases, reliability for multiple failures
is achieved, because no data elements are omitted from processing. Thirdly, the backup of
operator B is newer than the backup of operator C (tout

B > tinC ). If so, the new operator
B produces elements after tout

B . But the newly instantiated operator C depends on older
elements tinC and faces a gap in the incoming data stream. In this case, unsynchronized
operator backups are not able to provide reliable DSM.
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3.6 Synchronized Operator State Backups

In order to provide full reliability in case of multiple failures, our infrastructure has to
guarantee that backups of preceding operators in the process control flow are synchronous.
Synchronized operator state backups schedule operator state backups in a way that guaran-
tees that the input backup timestamp of an operator is equal to the output backup timestamp
of the preceding operator. This algorithm is a two phase protocol between subsequent op-
erators in the process control flow and controls the times of operator backups.

In the first phase (planning phase), an operator backup is scheduled by the infrastructure.
In the synchronized case, the HDB-Layer stores the backup only temporarily not over-
writing the former operator backup. The backup is planned for permanent storage, but the
HDB-Layer has to guarantee that backups of subsequent operators in the process control
flow match this backup. For this reason, backup-requests for the timestamp of the tempo-
rary backup are sent to all downstream neighbors. The output queue part in the operator
backup contains only elements after the time of the backup request.

In the second phase (backup phase), the requests are executed by the HDB-Layer of all
providers hosting downstream operators and trim-acknowledgments confirm the backup
requests. Only if acknowledgements of all downstream operators are received, the infras-
tructure overwrites the old operator backup with the temporary backup.

Consider again the daisy chain of three operators in Figure 3. In the following, we illustrate
how our infrastructure provides synchronous backups of the three operators A, B, and
C. Assume that the infrastructure performs the operator backup of A which should be
synchronous to the backup of B. The HDB-Layer of operator A sends a backup request
for timestamp tout

A to the HDB-Layer of B. If the HDB-Layer of operator B sends an
acknowledge indicating a trim for timestamp tinB and tout

A = tinB , the HDB-Layer of A has
an acknowledge of all downstream neighbors (operator B) and is allowed to permanently
save the backup of A.

This protocol can be cascaded to chains of arbitrary length, because the infrastructure run-
ning the operator which receives the backup request may also start a synchronous backup
by applying this protocol to the downstream neighbors. On the other hand, synchronized
and unsynchronized operator backups can also be combined. For parts of the stream pro-
cess where quality of service definitions require high reliability because even small gaps
in data stream processing are not tolerable, synchronized backups are applied. For less
critical parts of the stream process, unsynchronized backups are sufficient. Also splits in
the process control flow are supported since requests are send to all downstream opera-
tors that follow the split and acknowledges of all downstream neighbors are necessary to
perform the permanent backup. Additionally, network traffic overhead is reduced due to
smaller output queues contained in the backups.
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4 Related Work

Data stream management has received an increasing popularity among researchers in the
recent years. In what follows, we briefly introduce main DSM projects, focusing in partic-
ular on aspects of distribution and reliability.

Aurora/Borealis [BBC+04] allows for user defined continuous query processing by plac-
ing and connecting operators in a query plan. Queries are based on a set of well-defined
operators. QoS definitions specify performance requirements. Borealis also address DSM
in distributed environments. Algorithms for high available DSM in context of Aurora
[HBR+03] focus also on providing operator backups. In contrast to our work, no interface
to the internal processing state of an operator is proposed. However, the latter allows for
reduced backup overhead of operators, which aggregate state over long time-windows.

TelegraphCQ [CCD+03] is a DSM project with special focus on adaptive query process-
ing. Fjords allow for inter-module communication between an extensible set of operators
enabling static and streaming data sources. Eddies describe adaptive query processing.
Sets of operators are connected to the Eddy, and Eddy routes each tuple individually.
Flux [SHCF03] provides load balancing and fault tolerance by providing adaptive parti-
tioning of operator execution over multiple network nodes. This is realized by placing
Flux between producer consumer pairs. Work on supporting high availability and fault-
tolerance for Flux [SHB04] focuses on providing parallel dataflows in contrast to our op-
erator backup oriented approach.

The StreamGlobe [SK04] project aims at providing distributed DSM in heterogeneous
peer-to-peer network environments. The infrastructure of StreamGlobe is based on the
Grid reference implementation Globus Toolkit and an additional Peer-to-Peer network
layer. Additional aspects of this work are XML data streams and XQueries on these
streams. Reliability of DSM has not been addressed yet in this project.

Pipes [KS04] offers a variety of basic building blocks for DSM in the Java XXL library.
The library approach of Pipes enables the creation of a tailored DSM system to a spe-
cific application scenario. Pipes integrates a query construction framework and covers
the functionality of the Continuous Query Language (CQL). Additional frameworks for
scheduling, memory management, and query optimization are also provided. Reliability
of DSM has not been discussed yet within this project.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced OSIRIS-SE, a stream-enabled hyperdatabase infrastruc-
ture that provides a high degree of reliability. For this reason, OSIRS-SE is particularly
well suited to be used in healthcare applications where a high degree of reliability is a
vital requirement. Compared to other approaches in this field, our infrastructure offers
some unique characteristics. Firstly, dynamic peer-to-peer process execution where reli-
able local execution is possible without centralized control. Secondly, the combination of
DSM and process management in a single infrastructure offers new possibilities to process
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designers such as sophisticated customized failure handling if recovery or operator migra-
tion is not available (e.g., definitions of alternative stream process branches or invocation
of transactional processes for failure handling). Moreover, the OSIRIS-SE infrastructure
supports extensibility, based on the integration of existing building blocks or of new com-
plex disease-specific operators, as they can be found in healthcare applications (e.g., spe-
cialized processing of ECG data with side effects that store critical events in the patient
record, or calls to an emergency service).

Currently, OSIRIS-SE is used in comprehensive evaluations and experiments. First results
measure the network traffic overhead of unsynchronized operator backups [OSI05]. These
results indicate the high network traffic overhead this backup algorithm requires. Future
work will cover more advanced evaluations on the overhead of synchronized backups.
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